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MAKING AN IMPRINT

MO-BETTER BAND
LOCAL ACT ROCKS

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
AUTHOR TAKES ON GIRLS

Wrestling coach joins friend in UCF Hall of Fame

- SEE NEWS, A2

- SEE NEWS, A2

- SEE SPORTS, A9

Senator resigns to return to activism roots
Sticking·to campaign promises tops list of Matt DeVlieger's reasons for parting with SGA

l

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor
L

Matt DeVlieger isn't an ordinary student. In fact, his actions

and words profile a person who
wants to be anything but ordinary.
He had served as a SGA senator since last November, but
he abruptly decided ·that his
time with the Student Government Association had come to
an end. At Thursday night's
Senate meeting, DeVlieger told
his fellow senators that he was

through with his Senate duties
and would resume his role as a
camptis activist.
DeVlieger's announcement
came as no surprise to the
·majority of senators as many of
them had already caught wind
-of his impending news. Despite
the knowledge of his departure,
many senators were still upset
with his decision because they
said his character and opinions
would be missed at Senate
meetings. DeVlieger admitted
that some senators had tried to
talk him out of his resignation,

(

'
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for his resignation Thursday· · said of DeVlieger. "That's what
night. DeVlieger said that sena- Senate's all about: compromistors were scared of him and the ing and trying to find a happy
people he continues to work medium.
with because they're not
"It's kind of surprising to me
"generic MTV kids." Some sen- that he quit based on something
ators denied this claim and like he wasn't being heard. I
maintained that this Senate has · thought he'd come along pretty
plenty of diversity and repre- far. I thought he did a pretty
sents a greater span of the stu- good job of compromising and
dent body:
'
· accepting other peoples' views
"He came in with his views and I thought we were doing
and ideas and I thought that he the same for his views. It was
actually did a good job of learn- really surprising to hear his resing how to compromise," Sen"
ate Pro Tempore Mark White
PLEASE SEE·INABILITY ON A8
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Houses built around the world
by Habitat for Humanity

b:uthe said that a number of factors made the decision overwhelmingly complete for him.
"I felt that there was a part of
the Senate that wasn't doing
what they said ·they would during
their
campaigns,''
DeVlieger said. "There were a
lot of promises offered and
most senators said they'd be
willing to make compromises
for the benefit of all students
and in the end people fractured
that."
·Power trips and elitism were
also among the reasons he gave

The year Millard and Linda Fuller
founded Habitat for Humanity

Hours future homeowners
work on their Habitat homes

,,

heeds God's call to
change the world

JESSICA LINDBLAD
Contributing Writer

of

In the town center
Lima,
Peru a disheveled and battered little girl begs for money.
Her left foot is covered by an
old, tattered shoe while her right
foot remains bare. Her pants are
full of holes, her shirt is torn in
half and the filth she is covered in
has attracteq bugs. Chances are
she hasn't had a shower in weeks.
When the vulnerable girl
approaches her mother empty
handed she is severely beaten for
public viewing.
When her beating ends, she
picks herself up off the ground
and returns to the streets to beg
again.
When Jaclyn San Roman was
15, she encountered the girl while
visiting family in Peru. "Seeing
this little girl publicly beaten

/J

Matt _DeVlieger, a senator from
the College of Arts &Sciences,
resigned from the SGA Senate last
Thursday after serving the
student body for the past seven
months. DeVlieger plans to return.
to his role as co-chair of the
Progressive Council and continue
to lobby for changes at UCF to
better serve the greater
population of students.

Future missionary
After graduation,
student plans fourrnonth trip to Peru
to aid impoverished

''

Meeting adjourned

affected me,'' San Roman said. "I
realized that God was calling on
me to help change the world."
San Roman is now 22 and looking forward to graduating in
December. But her post-graduation plans don't include the typical self indulgence and relaxation
that most college alumni look forward to.
In January of 2006 she is leav- ·
ing on a missionary trip to Peru
that will last four months. "I'm
half Peruvian, so I feel that I will
.be helping my culture while I am
down there," San Roman said.
When San Roman visited Peru,
she experienced the real face of
poverty for the first time. Filthy,
bug-infested homeless people
aimlessly wandered the streets
while others lived in roofless huts
made out of dirt and weeds. "I had
never seen anything that depressing," San Roman said.
When she returned home she
knew she wanted to help but didn't know where or when. She put
her faith in God and knew he
would lead her.in the right direction. "God has never let me

PLEASE SEE SECRET ON A7
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Volunteers for Habitat for Humanity continue work on the organization's latest project. Me~bers of UCF's basketball team took time out oftheir schedule to help with the build.

Teaming up for a

·

home aavantage
I

Men's basketball makes magic off the court
building home with·Habitat for Humanity
LIVIA JAKOBSSON
Contributing Writer

(

f

As talk continues and the excitement
grows for new on-campus athletic
homes, the UCF men's basketball team
changed its focus for a day to help create
a dream and a home for somebody else.
On Saturday, the men's basketball
team and UCF Athletics Association
teamed up with HomeBanc Mortgage
and Habitat for Humanity to build a new
home for a less fortunate family. ·
Six players, along with assistant coach
Craig Brown, took their day off to work
together for a good cause. "I'm proud of

Incoming students get sneak
peek at life after high school
Orientation causes
freshmen to reflect
on past, plan future

.them for getting up early and giving some
· of their time," Brown said.
Anthony Williams, a criminal justice
senior, and Troy Lindbeck, a marketing
senior, were two of the players helping
out.'1•we have been sweating all day, but
it is a wonderful thing that different people are coming together for one purpose
- to build a nice house,'' Williams said.
The team mainly focused on leveling
the yard to create a better foundation for
the house. '
The players shoveled dirt in the 90degree heat for six hours.

PLEASE SEE SERVICE ON A8

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLO~IDA FUTURE

0-Teamer Crystal Lee assists incoming freshman Rupert Neish with registering for his Summer classes.

SEAN LAVIN
Staff Writer

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AJ.Jewell, construction manager, observes work.

For UCF's newest students,
their most difficult years may
already be behind them.
Mike Gore remembers taking
a math test at Coral Springs High
School when a commercial jetliner slammed into the World Trade
Center on Sept. ll, 2001 - just
weeks into his freshman year of
high school.
"The worry of not knowing
what was to come," c;ombined

with "the fear for a war," were
issues Gore, who will attend UCF
this summer, said dominated
every student's mind throughout
their remaining years of high
school.
But the start of the "War on
Terror" wouldn't be the only disaster to rock the class of 2005
before its members graduated
from high school earlier thi~
month.
When the very students who
endured the horror. of Sept. ll as
freshmen four years ago began .
their senior year last summer, a
flurry of violent hurricanes ham- ·
mered the state, and in some
cases, destroyed the very struc-

PLEASE SEE 0-TEAMERS ON A7

Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

International Connection

Local band brings in the noise
Mobella mixes the sounds of R&B, rock and soul for a beautiful tune

The.Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies will hold
a Conversation Hour between
international students, UCF
faculty, staff and students from
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. today and
Thursday in the Yrng International Complex adjacent to the
Barbara Ying Center. Volunteers who want to learn about
new cultures and countries, try
ethnic foods at picnics hosted
by the Center and add an international component to their
resume are welcome to attend
For more information, contact Lucja Wasowska at 407823-5515.
Learn interview skills such
as dressing for success,
researching companies, knowing the competition and negotiating a salary at an interview
workshop at 4 p.m. today in the
Student Resource Center Room
185. This workshop allows students faculty, staff and alumni
to frnd commonly asked questions and think out loud about
great answers.
Call Career Services &
Experiential Learning, 407-8232361, for more information.

Reaching out

Writing a winning resume
Students can learn to write a
winning resume in a resumewriting lab Thursday at 10 am.
in the Student Resource Center
Room 185. This lab will show
students how to best highlight
their skills, activities, education
and experience to secure an
interview.
Call Career Services &
Experiential Learning, 407-8232361, for more information.

Inside the Interview
A one-hour interview lab
designed to review the types of
interviews and their respective
uses will be held at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185.
The lab will include ·an indepth explanation of the functions of each interview component. Facilitators will provide
employers' questions and
model appropriate responses.
For more information, call
Career Services & Experiential
Learning, 407-823-2361.

Book ArtS Exhibit reception
The Libraries Special Collections Department will host a
reception for the Student Book
Arts Exhibit from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. Thursday in the Library.
Exhibit curators will lead tours
of the exhibit and ~tudent
exhibitors will be on hand to
answer questions.
Call the Special Collections
Department, 407-823-2576, oremail speccoll@mailucf.edu for
more information or to RSVP.

Choosing the best career
Students, faculty, staff and .
alumni can discover which
career is best for them at a
career workshop at 9 am. Tues. day in the Student Resource
Center Room 185. This session
will discuss the career planning
,process, characteristics of the
job market today, what employers want in new hires and how
students can be ready by graduation for meaningful employment or to pursue further education through graduate or
professional school.
Call Career Services & ·
Experiential Learning, 407-8232361, for more information.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead1· lines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

JESSICA SCHNEIDER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Local band Mobella packed in about 200 people at their Underground Bluz show on Saturday. The band, which was formed in February, is comprised mainly of UCF students.

MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer

''Mo": halfthe title of an early
'90s Damon Wayans flick, and a
slang term meaning more. Put it
together with the Italian word
for beautiful and you get Mobella; the name of a funky jazz band
that mixes in elements of rock,
soul and R&B, and Orlando's
newest addition to the local
band scene.
"Most people think that it
means 'more beautiful' but
that's not really what it was
when we were coming up with
it," said drummer Jeff Knapp, 22,
with a snicker alluding to the
obscure acronym the name
truly represents. ·
"It means a lot of different
things to us," he said. "Men Of
Beautiful Enlightenment Living
Life Askew is one."
"Monst'ers Of Belgium Eating Large· Land Animals was
another," added UCF student
Sean Kantrowitz, 22, the band's
guitarist

All four members of the Myspace.com had'packed the
band smile and laugh as they room, and it was time for
clink glasses and sit together in Mobella to go on.
a darkened corner booth last
After a few energetic songs
Saturday at Underground Bluz, and a 28th birthday tribute to
a haven for local bands in Orlan- Gambrell, Mobella made sure to
do.
say hi to fans old and new and
Since coming together in seemed pretty enthused at the
February, the four guys had turnout that night
"We're having a party at my
played only a few shows and
were due onstage at the Bluz in house after this, and you're all
an hour.
invited!" shouted Watson from
"I think labeling it is cheap- the stage to a happy and
ening it," said lead vocalist and engaged crowd
saxophone player James Gam"Practice at my house is
brell, of the band's original exactly what you saw at the
sound that he believes chal- show," Watson said off stage as
l~nges today's conventional
he and his band mates toasted to
music. "Let the beholder identi- their successful night. "I mean
fy it for themselves:'
we dance at our practices and
Bass player Brandon Watson, break a sweat"
22, watched as people started to
"Our best practices are the
file in to the tiny, smoke-filled ones where we don't say anybar, and admitted to a little bit of thing,'' added Kantrowitz who
nervousness but said he was ·describes their practices and
mostly excited to show off what songwritfug techniques as simply jam sessioms where they just
the band was capable of.
Before long, 200 people that sit down and play whatever
had heard of the band through comes naturally.
musical
grapevines
like
So what are Mobella's plans

for the future?
"I want to take it as far as it
can comfortably and naturally
go,'' said Kantrowitz.
But if Mobella doesn't go all
they way, the group of UCF students, other than Full Sail student Gambrell, each have a plan
b.
''I'll probably take to drinking,'' joked Kantrowitz as he ·
raised his glass.
Alcoholic pursuits aside,
Gambrell sees himself as a
video game designer, Knapp, a .
hospitality major, hopes to one
day own a bar and Watson, a
marketing major, plans to study
architecture.
"They say that architecture is
music frozen in time,'' he said
before taking a swig of beer.
"Who says that?" asked
radio-television
' major,
Kantrowitz.
"Uh ... I don't know, Nietzche?" asked WatsoI.L
"When all else fails blame it
on Nietzche," ·Gambrell . said
laughing.

Bo,o k a bittersweet look at women
Bitter Man's Guide gives character types of 'chicks' from lazy to laid-back
RACHEL BAUMBACH
Contributing Writer

Some might say nice guys finish last. Ifyou were local percussionist and author Antone
Christopher, you'd agree.
/
Christopher, 35, is the voice
behind The Bitter Man's Guide to
Dating; a self-published, 110-page
book describing the different
female character types he has
encountered during his years of
dating in Orlando.
Christopher said his dating
dilemma began more than 15
years ago, after moving to the
Sunshine State from New York
He immediately began a cycle of
dating women who turned out
· to be ''users" and "freaks," kick
starting his cynicism toward the
opposite sex.
"I was thinking, here I am, a
nice guy, I'm not too bad looking,
I dress decently. I have a nice
house, a nice car, I'm a nice guy;
I'm going to have girls all over
the place," Christopher said "It
was completely the opposite;
nothing."
Christopher spent five years
in the dating pool, going on tons
of dates and not getting any~
where. He constantly found himself thrust into the "nice guy"
category and the dreaded "friend
zone:' "I wanted to spend my life
with someone,'' Christopher
said, "but nothing would last."
"So I started to tell my friends
all these horror stories about the
dates I'd go on, and they said,
'You're funny, you should write a
book"'
So he did For the next five
years, Christopher began to categorize and document the differ-

ent types of females he had
encountered and observed during his time as a career dater.
Most of the stereotypes in the
book are a good example ofwhat
a woman is like when she is consumed by a certain trait in her
personality, and what the readers
can expect if they date her.
"The problem is when a guy
or girl becomes obsessed with
whomever or whatever they are.
That's what a lot of people are
doing,'' Christopher ~d "They
are putting their work, their pets,.
their obsessions first and their
boyfriend or girlfriend second.
'then they expect their relationships to work out."
His advice to those people:
"You have to put in what you
want to get out." '
The result of Christopher's
five years of dating "craziness" is
a book containing more than 60
female character definitions, tips
on where to meet women and 24
comical cartoons of some of his
female stereotypes. It also outlines turn-ons and tum-offs for
men and women, avoidance tactics, and nine true stories of
romance that came to a bitter
end
Christopher said one reason
he wrote the book was to put the
spotlight on all the bad girls that
are present in the dating scene.
"Not all guys are bad,"
Christopher said. "Talk shows
always talk about bad boys.
Radio and TV shows always talk
about bad boys. What about the
bad girls? rm kind of turning the
tables a little bit"
But the book, Christopher
said, is not just an outlet to vent
about relationships gone sour.

-"Not all guys are
bad ••• What
about the bad
girls? I'm kind of
turning the table
a little bit."
- ANTONE CHRISTOPHER
AUTHOR, THE BITTER MAN'S
GUIDE TO DATING

He said he hopes to help both
men and women achieve happiness by giving them tips on finding the right mate.
"Respect and compatibility,
that's kind of what the book is
about," Christopher said
He recommends, for example, that a "Boozer Babe" find a
male partner that enjoys the
same lifestyle, arid that a "Messy
Car Girl" should not date a clean
freak. ''You can try opposites
attract ifyou want to fool around
with that,'' Christopher sfild, "but
chances are, there's going to be
friction there."
Christopher said writing the
book was part therapy, part
revenge.
''I'm very proud of the book,"
Christopher said. "It's actually
helping other guys that are nice
guys. I consider this getting back
at all the girls who like bad boys."
He insists, however, that
although some of the definitions
may seem judgmental, the book

is only meant to be helpful and
humorous.
"Everybody loves the book,"
Christopher said. "Girls love it,
guys love it. You can learn from
it and laugh at the same time."
This truly bitter author said
his least favorite female type is
the "Problem Chick" a
woman who is constantly
focused on her own, and other
people's, problems. Another is
the "Cell Phone Chick," one who
considers her cell phone'-top pri. ority andher date a close second
But, said Christopher, there
definitions for some of the
more positive female personalities he's come across. As for his
personal favorites, Christopher
said it's an ea8y choice. The
''Laid-Back Attitude Chicks" and
the "Smilers arid Laughers" are
at the top of the list
As for his own characteristics, Christopher said he'd
describe himself as a romantic,
affectionate gentleman who is
somewhat old-fashioned
Christopher is currently
working on a manuscript for The
Bitter Woman~ Guide to Dating,
which he said will help women
understand the different characteristics that some men possess.
"My advice for anyone who's
dating is to find someone with
compatible interests," Christopher said. ''Whether they're
mental or physical compatibilities, you have to have something
on common ground:'
You c;an purchase The Bitter
Man~ Guide to Dating online at
www.thebitterman.us or find it
on bookshelves at Fairvilla, Sam
Flax and Urban Think bookstores.
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Frist flip-flops, pushes for third
Bolton confirmation vote
WASHINGTON
Reversing field after a meeting with President Bush, Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist
said he will continue pushing
for a floor vote on John R.
Bolton for U.N. ambassador.
Frist switched his position
after initially saying Tuesday
that
negotiations
with
Democrats to get a vote on
Bolton had been exhausted.
Talking to reporters in the
White House driveway after
he joined other GOP lawmakers for a luncheon with Bush,
Frist said: "The president
made it very clear that he
expects an up or down vote."
Just over an hour earlier,
Frist said he wouldn't schedule another vote OJ) Bolton's
nomination and said that
Bush must decide the next
move. Frist, R-Tenn., had said
there was nothing further he
could do to break a Democratic stalemate with the Bush
White House over Bolton, an
outspoken conservative who,
opponents argue, would
undermine U.S. interests at
the world body.

Making a good impression

The Counseling Center is
sponsoring the Students with
Disabilities support group from
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. today in the
Student Resource Center Room
200. This support group pro- vides a safe place for students
with varying disabilities to
. share experiences and gain support, insight and information
from other students who may
have had similar experiences.
For more information, contact Dr. Vivian Yamada or
Sareet Taylor in the Counseling
Center at 407-823-2811.

Nation &World
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Ex-klansman convicted in 1964
Civil Rights slaying of three
PHILADELPHIA, Miss. An SO~rear-old former Ku
Klux Klansman was convicted of manslaughter Tuesday
in the slayings of three civil
rights workers exactly 41
years ago in a notorious case
that inspired the movie Mississippi Burning.
The jury of nine whites
and three blacks reached the
verdict on their second day of
deliberations, rejecting murder charges against Edgar Ray
Killen but also turning aside
defense claims that he wasn't
involved at all
Civil rights workers James
Chaney, Andrew Goodman
and Michael Schwemer were
ambushed on June 21, 1964.
Their bodies were found 44
days later buried in an earthen
dam. They had been beaten
and shot.
Cheers could be heard outside the two-story, red brick
courthouse after the verdict
was announced. Killen could
face up to 20 years in priso:ri.

Iraqi justice minister claims U.S.
delaying Saddam interrogation
BRUSSELS, Belgium Iraq's justice minister, Abdel
Hussein Shanda!, on Tuesday
accused the United States of
trying to delay Iraqi efforts to
interrogate Saddam Hussein,
saying, "it seems there are lots
of secrets they want to hide."
U.S. officials had no immediate comment on Shandal's
remarks, but the Americans
privately have urged caution
about rushing into a trial, !,)aying the Iraqis need to develop
a good court and judicial system - one of the main topics
of discussion at the conference ii+ Brussels.
Shanda! alleged that U.S.
officials deliberately are trying to limit access. to Saddam
because they have their own
secrets to protect, including
funneling money and support
to the Iraqi leader during his
rule.
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Tom Cruise squirted with water
by prankster at movie premiere
LONDON - The London
premiere of Steven Spielberg's War of the Worlds
turned into a war of words
after Tom Cruise was squirted
in the face by a man posing as
a reporter.
The 42-year-old actor was
outside a movie theater in
central London's Leicester
Square doing press interviews
Sunday when a man squirted
Cruise with a water pistol disguised as ~ microphone, London's Metropolitan Police
said.
· Cruise appeared to laugh
but then asked the prankster:
"Why would you do that?"
The actor grew increasingly
irritated and told the man:
''You're a jerk"
Police detained the man
who squirted Cruise and also ·
arrested three other men who
PLEASE SEE
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on R32 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner uood through 6/30/05.
f•

Aut~, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunro~f,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX HUGE SELEeTION
~OR 48 MONTHS

• )

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WAL thru Volkswagen ((edit. Expires 6/30/05

. • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

LEASES279

TU.H BO DIESELS
. AVAILABLE

* 48 mo, lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

. • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

'

2005 JETTA GL

2005 New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

PER MONTH -F
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS ·
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $257 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
·payment +TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSAT GL

,

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!
/ '

LEASE FOR

$297

11'

BIG SElECTIONI

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEBEi

,.. 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
- payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

PER MONTH
~'

""'JI"··

Go Topless!
' . ~

.

...

.t,,.

~.

1•

.

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $295, which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv . • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warranty
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile ~owertrain warrantv
• 5 Yr/&O~OOO Mile Powertrain warranty
·
Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 6130105

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD

VW CERTIFIED w/2VR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW-

.

PROBLEMS

Pre-dwned ALL Willi AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

-T•.vvA•
•·---

Al• •1•
'V"I . •• 1c·

Drivers wanted:

sf' CREDIT

PROGRAM

: :1

N

'417.5 S. Hwy 17-92

.

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

l

\

1

40'J-3 6 5-3 3 O OI.__

_s_ER_v1_cE_DE_rr_o_PE_N_sA1_u_RD_Av_9_-s___.

Nation &World

Higher Education

BRINGING

UCF

TO

YOU

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
Erasers are for mistakes. And with UCF Test ·Prep Courses you'll be making
fewer of them. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE. GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what
you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST
or visit www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

Federal court dismisses colle~e
newspaper censorship lawsuit
CHICAGO - A federal
appeals court dismissed a
lawsuit filed by former collegiate journalists who said
their First Amendment
rights were violated when
the school's dean of student
affairs insisted on reviewing
the paper before publication.
In a 7-4 decision Monday, ·
the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said Patricia Carter,
Goverp.ors State University's
dean of student affairs,
should not be liable for "constitutional uncertainties."
The newspaper;s editor
in chief, Jeni Porche, .and
reporters Margaret Hasty
and Steven Barba sued university trustees and a number of school officials after
Carter called the paper's
printer in 2000 and told him
not to go to press until she
had reviewed the contents.
A federal judge previously dismissed civil charges
against everyone except
Carter.
The 7th Circuit Court
also ruled that GSU had a
right to reasonably regulate
the paper's contents because
it is published under the auspices of Governors ~tate..

Former university dean pleads
guilty to $120,000 wire fraud
GAINESVILLE - A former associate dean at the
University of Florida pleaded guilty to wire fraud for
pocketing
more
than
$120,000 intended for continuing education programs
for doctors.
Investigators said Timo. thy Van Susteren, 56, asked
pharmaceutical vendors to
mail checks to his home for
fees the university charged
to prepare seminars for
physicians.
Van Susteren appeared
Friday in U.S. District Court
before Magistrate Judge
Allan Kornblum. He faces up
to 20 years in prison and a
$250,000 fine at seµtencing
Sept.12.
He · was placed on paid
leave in October after an
internal investigation discovered discrepancies in
financial accounts he oversaw. He resigned in January
and repaid the _disputed
money.

Body found in pond identified
as murdered FAMU student
TALLAHASSEE - Police
said a man found dead in a
retention pond over the
weekend wai; 20-year-old
Willie James Davis, student
at Florida A&M University
who had been shot, but they
had little other information
on the apparent murder.
Davis was found in the
pond Sunday afternoon, said
police
Tallahassee
spokesman John Newland.
An autopsy on Monday
revealed that Davis died
from a gunshot wound.
Newland said Davis'
father had contacted the university to express concern
about his son and have ·
someone check on him, but
it wasn't clear how long .it
had been since anyone had
heard from him.
Calls to FAMU seeking
details about Davis after ·
hours on Monday were not
answered.
No arrests had been made
Monday, Newland said.
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During a meeting that marked nonnalization between the United States and Vietnam, President
George W. Bush met with Vietnamese Prime Minister Phan Van Khai Tuesday in.Washington.

filmed the incident. The foilr
were working on a new comedy
show for British TV station
Channel 4 in which celebrities
are the targets of practical
jokes.
·

Bush praises Vietnam's progress at
meeting with prime minister
WASHINGTON - President Bush, who is pushing for
democratic reform around the
globe, met Tuesday with Vietnamese Prime Minister Phan
Van Khai and praised the communist nation's economic
progress, steps toward religious
freedom and continued efforts
to find the remains of U.S.
troops who died in the Vietnam
War.
The two leaders talked
about Vietnam's desire to join
the World Trade Organization,
business issues and human
rights and signed an agreement
that Bush said would make it
easier for people to worship
freely in Vietnam.
As the 71-year-old Vietnamese leader met with Bush in
the Oval Office, several hundred protesters outside demonstrated against repressive conditions in the communist
nation.
Khai's talk with Bush is part
of a weeklong U.S. visit where
he is meeting with business
leaders on both coasts.

WASHINGTON The
Senate voted Tuesday to conduct an inventory ofoffshore oil
and gas resources, including in
areas that have been off-limits
to drilling for nearly a quarter
century. Opponents called it a
prelude to eventual gas· development in areas now under a
drilling ban.
But senators from a number
of coastal states argued vigorously against the inventory, saying the Interior Department
already has a good idea of oil
and gas resources beneath the
Outer Continental Shelf and
doesn't need a new accounting.
Sens. Bill Nelson, D-Fla., and
Mel Martinez, R-Fla., tried to
strip the provision from a broad
energy bill. Their amendment
was defeated 52-44.
Proponents of the drilling
inventory argued that the country needs to know more specifically what offshore oil and gas
resources might be available in
future years.

Afghanistan urges Pakistan to
combat militants near border
KABUL, Afghanistan
Afghanistan urged neighboring
Pakistan on Tuesday to crack
down on militants·hiding in its
territory, a day after it was
revealed that Afghan intelligence agents scuttled a plot by
three Pakistanis to assassinate
former U.S. Ambassador Zal-
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If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Or .Linda Harper of

CNS Healthcare In Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved clinical trials, is
conducting a medical research study for Individuals 18-80 years of age who are
experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all study-related medical
cate will be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 for time and
travel.
CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is
the answer to finding newtreatment options. Call today for more lnfonnatlon.

.407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

DETROIT ·_ A blaze that
could be seen for mµes early
Tuesday destroyed a sprawling,
century-old warehouse that
once was used to· produce
Studebaker cars in an area of
the city that also has other factories used by the early automotive industry.
The cause of the fire was
under investigation.
About 150 firefighters battled the fire that broke out late
Monday on t;he city's near north
side. Two firefighters were
treated for minor injuries, Fire
Commissioner Tyrone Scott
said
Much of the four-story
warehouse collapsed as the
flames fed on the building's
wooden floors· and supports. It
contained a meat market, furniture store and several other
businesses, but was about 60
percent vacant.

• Sad, worthless or guilty
• Trouble eating or sleeping
• · No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

WEDNESDAYS

SUNDAY
Blues Jam. 5 - 9 p.m.

Huge fire destroys historic car
warehouse, injures two firefighters

•••Are All of Your Days Cloudy?

Entanalnment
Call tor Info

Karaoke

NEW YORJ{ Family
members of those killed at the
World Trade Center are balking·
at plans to add a museum of
freedom at ground zero, arguing it would allow politics to
infect a place revered as sacred.
Relatives representing 14
family groups rallied at the site
Monday to condemn plans for
the International Freedom Center, which officials said would
place the 2001 terror attacks in a
historical context.
The center would be part of
a cultural complex set to open
in 2009 at the northeast end of
the rebuilt trade center site. It
would host discussions on historical and current events,
exhibits on global freedom
movements and a service program encouraging activities
that could range from joining
the· Peace Corps to enlisting in
the U.S. military.
"It doesn't belong at a
memorial," said Charles Wolf,
whose wife, Katherine, died in
the World Trade Center collapse. "You wouldn't put a
debate about Nazism and
authoritarianism at Dachaq."

Depression

10 Required

THURSDAYS

Some 9/11 victims' families oppose
construction of freedom museum

Senate approves inventory of
natural gas and oil resources

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Open Mic Night
with Ramez

may Khalilzad
Meanwhile, 11 suspected Taliban and an election officer
were killed in the latest violence.
Presidential
spokesman
Jawed Ludin said Islamabad
wasn't doing enough to fight
the militants, and said there
would never be peace in
Afghanistan until the two
nations "join hands together to
fight terrorism."
News of the plot came after
three months of unprecedented
bloodshed across Afghanistan's
south and east. At least 280 militants and 29 U.S. troops have
been killed since March.

www.cnshealthcare.com
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Enjoy your

summer
golf season at

~gned by legendary golf

course architect Joe Lee, Twin
·Rivers Golf Club rombines the
natural beauty of Florida with a
consistent test.of shot-making
abilities. Nestled between two
rivers this golf club offers eighteen
unique and challenging holes
surrounded by environmentally
p,rotected areas. Located on
property is a fully stocked pro shop
and a full menu restaurant for
enjoying breakfast and lunch.
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• Basketball Court·
• Beach Volleyball Court
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·Two Swimming Pools
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/ ~DVD and Video Game Rental
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• Wireless Internet at the Pool
• P~t 'Friendly ~.
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• 24 Hour Fitness Center
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·Townhouse Style
.• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining
• Cable TV w/3 HBOs .
• High Spe·ed Ethernet
• Hardwood,Floors ·
•.Utilitie·s Included
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College Station AJ?artments.offers the fi_nest in student_living. Our friendly staff Will take
extra care to make your busy hfe eas1er. Every detail has been desJgned to help you .
·u~wind from a hectic day of studying and d~ses. 1n your free time you can relax in the
sun by the:pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or biHiards. ff the best -is what you are ·
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looking for, come -to Col lege Station Apartments!

. HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

Service in <di 4 bed~oom$.
·No other Internet service required.

No need to drive when you
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

ALL UTILITIES- INCLUDED .
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age alarm1
E edr1·crtu water
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·
security, trash, pest control
1
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CABLE TV with HBO

ID
M

Service in all 4 L. ....d-ms

,._...•1th 41.o+
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UCF

BUSINESS
· SERVICES

UCF Card Services· UCF Bookstore• UCF Office Plus
UCF_Printing Services· UCF Dining Services
UCF Life Oak Event Center

•

•
•
•
•
•
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I love shopping,
but I also love giving
back to my community.
When I make a p·urchase
at any one of UCF Business
Services many locations, that's
exactly what I do.

'>

,,

UCF Business Services does not
receive any funding from the state.
.Profits they receive are reinvested
into the UCF community through
their generous donations.
Being able to shop whiie making a
difference in my college community...
I'd say that's definitely a cause that
makescarnpus spending worthwhile.
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SeCret missionary work in
China could prove dangerous
FROM

Al

ty of the city, her family is considered 'part of Lima's upper
) down," San Roman said.
class.
Over the course of seven
Living with the upper class
years, _she struggled to find a and working with the impover> program suitable for her.
ished will give San Roman the
She first contemplated join- opportunity to experience ·
ing .t he Peace Corps, a federal both ends of the spectrum. ''In
. government agency devoted to' Peru you are either really poor
::l
,world peace. She attended or really rich," San Roman said.
seminars and met with a "The really rich have a maid,
recruiter, but the longer she cook, chauffeur and a three- or
thought about it the more sec- four-story house. The really
ond thoughts she had. "It was a poor are considered lucky if
two-year program,.and I didn't they have a roof on thejr hut."
have faith in myselfto go someWhile in Peru, San Roman
) - where overseas for two years," plans to work with severely
San Roman said. "I felt that if impoverished · children. She
God put it on •my heart then I wants to help them rise out of
would go. But .I didn't feel it. poverty by helping them read
And since I was so scared I and write, set goals for their
knew he would send me some- · future and help them become
where with confidence."
better oriented about the
In January, San Roman world around them. "If I can
attended a conference about affect children then I am startAmericorps, a program intend- · ing with the root of the probed to meet peopl<:;'s critical lem," San Roman said. "People
needs. The program resembled think the parents are the cause
"the Peace Corps but it only of poverty but if the children
·lasted 10 months. At first, this can get out of it early on or
'caught San Roman's attention. know about ·a different lifestyle
"I was all gung ho about it," San · then hopefully that can make a
Roman said. "I filled out the different life for them."
application but never turned it
And seeing the beating of
in. I knew that God wasn't call- the little _girl gives San Roman
J · ing me to do [it]. It wasn't
even more motivation to
Christian-based and I wanted change how children are treatto.do something for God."
ed.
"The way kids are treated is
While attending church one
afternoon at New Life Church just disgusting to me," San
of God, located on Alafaya Roman said. "I don't under.Trail; she learned of a family stand how it is condoned. They
that was partaking in mission- get taken advantage of more
~work in South America
than anyone else."
- San Roman took this as a
To prepare for her trip ·to,
sign from God to get involved. Peru, San Roman and nine
' "The Bible tells us that we m
members of her church are
supposed to go out and disci- embarking on a 10-day mission
ple the world," San Roman trip to Beijing, China, in Sepsaid. "I decided I am going to tember. There they will work
Peru because I have seen [the ·secretly with underground
poverty] first hand and helping churches by donating Bibles,
means so much to me."
talking to pastors and joining in
~
San Roman will be staying prayers.
with family when she arrives in
"China· is a communist
Lima, Peru. Unlike the majori- country so if you are Christian

=

-

you have to keep it hidden,"
San Roman said. "During the
day I will do the normal tourist
activities like visiting the Great
Wall, but at night I will be
meeting with the pastors of
churches."
The danger of this trip is
enormous. "Owning a Bible in
China is a crime," San Roman
said. "If I get caught [giving
them away] I could get arrest- .
ed."
,
Although her family worries about her trip to China,
they believe her faith in God
will bring her home safely. "We
are concerned for her but it's
for God," Matt Zabel, San
Roman's brother-in-law, said. .
"Her life is for God and when
she puts her life in God's
hands, she will be protected."
He also believes that the
people of China and Peru are
the ones who should be worried. "Nobody stands a chance
against her wherever she goes,"
Zabel said. "Everyone she
meets becomes her friend.
Somehow when she returns
home everybody she met will
be 'her friend. She cares about
everyone. That is just her
heart."
San Roman is devoted to
her missionary work because it
means she is helping people.
And helping people means
mo~e to her than dev~loping a
career in the Uni.ted States. ,
"School is great and all, but I
feel there is so much more out
there than manng money," San
Roman said. "There is a lot
more people can do, and I want
to figure out how to help.
Everybody plays a role; their
calling is just different."
It .is unclear if San Roman
will pursue any more missionary trips after Peru. But whatever endeavor she may pursue,
she will always keep one goal
ip. mind. "To glorify God," San
Roman said.
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tures where these students'
priceless high school memories were formed.
,I
"It was a rough year," said
Alex Land, a recent graduate
of Charlotte High School in
) :Punta Gorda. "Our school got
wrecked
by
Charley,"
explained the graduate, .who
will soon embark on yet
" another four-year journey, but
this time as a freshman at
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, ;o-Teamers impart wisdom to
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Land will join Gore, and
more than 2,000 other students from the graduating
class of 2005 that, despite the
trials of hurricanes and Sept.
ll, will become official UCF
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
students with the start of their 0-Teamer Kim Maynard, left, is one of 27 student leaders who sacrificed summer fun for
Summer B classes on Monday. · 0-Team duties such as mentoring new students and leading informative campus tours.
"It's all kind of surreal,"
·Gore said while reflecting on before."
students' lives, rather than
the end of his childhood that
"We have the chance and returning to a lucrative restauwill begin a new chapter in his the responsibility to show rant job as a server.
life. "I'm finally moving out; them the right way to be sucThe extra income wasn't
starting life on my own,'' he cessful,'' continued Mask, who the only thing Mask sacrificed
added, before pointing out serves as a mentor to new stu- when becoming a member of
Ji.ow when he moves into Aca- dents that are placed into his · the team that often makes a
demic Village Saturday morn- group called Mask's Misfits lasting connection with the
ing, there will be "no more during .the orientation ses- incoming freshmen class. He
"parental rules and regula- sions throughout the week.
must adhere to a strict early
As the first batch of sum- evening curfew during orientions."
But as Gore and countless mer freshmen file into the tation sessions, and is forbidother incoming freshmen cel- UCF area this weekend, eager den from consuming alcohol
ebrate their newfound free- to. begin the college phase of or,· :visiting his favorite local
dom from the "parental rules their lives, Mask, who will bars during the 16 summer oriand regulations" imposed start his senior year this Fall, entation sessions spanning
upon them over the last 18 will soon see his college expe- two days each.
years, it did not take them long rience fade into only a collecBut Mask says he doesn't
to realize UCF has pages and tion of his own priceless mem- mind the sacrifice, adding that
pages of rules to abide by, and ories.
between the :relationships he's
Many of those memories, developed with fellow team
one group of students knows
them better than any other on he says, center around his time members and the new freshsp~nt bonding with the 26
campus.
men he's mentored, he wouldThe 2005 Orientation other members of the 2005 n't spend his final suIIlil).er
Team, best known as the "0- Orientation Team. The entire experience before graduating
Team," is comprised of 27 stu- team lives together in Sumter, from UCF next spring any
dent leaders, affectionately a residence hall in the Libra other way.
For Mask, the events of this
dubbed 0-Teamers. The group community.
"The people I get to work upcoming school year will fill
is selected based on their campus involvement, leadership with are awesome,'' Mask said, the final pages of his collegiate
skills and school spirit. And if adding thi:lt his "favorite part chapter of life, which like any-there is a rule, regulation or of being an 0-Teamer, is the thing else, seems to quickly
end with the passage of time.
something important new team itself."
"We as a group are very
But for the thousands of
freshmen need to know about
UCF, these 0-Teamers serve close,'' he continued. "We freshmen that will settle into
work together, live together. their dorm rooms this weekas their primary resou'rce.
end and bid a tearful goodbye
"We, for the most part, are and play together."
Realizing that his time to their parents that loved and
the first students [the freshmen] have the chance to talk remaining at UCF is limited, nurtured them during.the last
to when they get here,'' 0- Mask said he decided to spend 18 years, that exciting new
Teamer Jason Mask explained. his final summer as a Golden chapter they have been long":[hey do not kn~':Y what col- Knight working as an 0-Team- ing for will finally. begin to
l ge is like or a'l)out at all er, making a Wfference in new Unfold at UCF. ~ ·
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Service helps team refocus

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUT.URE

Troy Lindbeck takes a break from leveling the ground in preparation for laying the foundation. Three houses are being constructed on the Orange County site for Hab~at for Humanity.
FROM
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Rob Mitchem, HomeBanc's
representative on the site and a
UCF alumnus, said that the
company has formed partnerships with several other universities, including the University of Georgia, Georgia Tech
University and the University
of South Florida, to recruit volunteers for Habitat for Humanity. HomeBanc has put many of
its resources into the program
and Mitchem thought it was
great that the basketball team
was able to help out. "I worked
with Gary [Johnson] and he did
. a good job with the saw," he
said.
A.J. Jewell, a construction
manager for Habitat for
Humanity, agreed. "They are
awesome. [They are] joyfully
flexible."
On this particular site in
Orange County, three houses
are under construction on a
five-month building schedule.
They are going to become new
homes for families with 25 percent to 60 percent of the.gross
median income. The houses
are sold to the homeowners
without any profit or interest
and a 20-year mortgage. The
program gives the homeowners an opportunity to save
some money and at the same
time have a comfortable place
to live.
.
"We are giving back to the
community and are showing
Orlando how much we appreciate its support," Lindbeck
said.
Now the men's basketball

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Anthony Williams descends from the roof after hammering support beams into place.

team is looking aheaCl to its
Saturday's work with Habiupcoming season in Confer- tat for Humanity wasn't the
ence USA. "This [project] only time that UCF's studenthelps the team to refocus and athletes took time away from
appreciate what they have," their busy schedules to do
Brown said about his players, something special for the comthe majority of who are on munity.
During the football season,
scholarship. "Our motto is to
do things as a team to inspire ' athletes participate in the Special Spectators program, which
each other."
This time the men inspired serves as a tailgate party for
each other by giving somebody mentally and physically handia new home. "This is some- capped students and athletes.
thing I will remember for the The special guests also get the
rest of my life," Williams said.
opportunity to support the

Knights on the field as they
welcome the team back after
halftime for the game's second
half. The Miracle League is
another event athletes take part
in, by serving as "buddies" with
handicapped children in a
baseball game each fall.
Student-athletes have .a
long-standing
relationship
with the Florida Children's
Hospital . as they take time
twice a month to read books to
sick children as well as work on
art projects with the kids.
During Red ·Ribbon Week,
athletes visit local elementary
schools and detail the importance of an getting an educa- .
tion; setting goals for the future
and staying aw:ay from drugs.
The
Salvation
Army
Women and Children Living
Center teams up with athletes
each fall and winter in order to
give special gifts and activities
to less fortunate families living
at the center. At the Fall Festival, athletes dress up in costumes and treat the kids to
games and gifts as well as face
painting and pifiatas. During
the Winter Festival, studentathletes do their best to provide a Christmas miracle to the
women and children who don't
normally have a very festive
Christmas. Much like the Fall
Festival, the recipients are
treated with gifts as well ·as
decorations and care packages
for the mothers.
Judging by charitable
actions, it is clear that there is
more to being a UCF studentathlete than simply scoring
points and winning games.

Inability to reach
agreement sours
term for senator
against the infamous block
tuition act and tried to spread
the word to the student body
. about how the potential law
would affect everyone as a
whole.
Along with other representatives of SGA, he stood up for
his student body and once said
the school treated the students
like commodities. He still feels
the same way and he'd stand up
for the same cause again if he
had to. He considers the rally
against block tuition one of his
greatest successes thus far as
the bill has not passed and he
said that it was probably the
first rally: organized by SGA
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL fLORIDA FUTURE
that actually worked and garDuring a rally against block tuition in
nered student attention.
February, former Sen. Matt DeVlieger
While he won't be attending
informed students of the bill's problems.
Senate meetings anymore, he
FROM Al
does, however, plan to maintain
a working relationship with his
ignation speech because I real- former fellow senators in order
ly don't think many of those to better serve the Progressive
things were true."
Council for which he acts as coDeVlieger recounted that chair.
before his wallet was stolen
His plans for the immediate
recently, he kept one of his orig- future include working on a
inal campaign flyers in it so he program that would offer a
could constantly remind him- shuttle service to and from
self of the promises he made to downtown ' for
students.
the students who elected him.
DeVlieger cited how a program
One of the reasons he didn't · like that would help cut down
enjoy the Senate process any- on drunken driving and would
more was because, as he told not only be safer for everyone,
the senators, there is a lack of but it would give students who
debate during meetings and he haven't lived in Orlando for
felt that things were getting very long the chance to get
done in meetings without any acquainted with the city out·
real sense of conversation. He \ide ofUCF. ·
also added that he felt an
He also wants to see new
imposed dress code for certain vending machines added on
events
was
unnecessary campus to remain alongside
because jobs can be done the many existing soda
regardless of how one senator machines. He wants to see a
dresses compared to ·another. better variety of healthy food
He used his own appearance as and drink alternatives. He even
an example as he donned his said he'd like to see mtvU
dual-colored hairstyle and a pulled off of the campus TVs
vintage suit.
and replaced by something that
He closed his speech to his serves an interest to UCF
fellow senators to a combina- specifically and not the entire
tion of a round of applause and nation.
a sort of stunned silence from
Regardless of what he hopes
those in attendance. Afterward, to· accomplish, DeVlieger hasa number of senators left their n't and refuses to lose sight of
seats to shake his hand and what he intended as a Senatewish him the best.
hopeful. He wants to make sure
The former senatror has that a higher percentage of the
made a number of contribu- student body is served because
tions to the campus over the he feels that there is a general
past two years through his par- purpose that unifies every stu. ticipation with the Progressive dentat UCF.
.
Council, including his strong
"We're all here for the same
opposition to block tuition and things," DeVlieger said. "We·all
helping to bring Michael want the same thing out of colMoore to UCF during last lege. We should be trying to
year's presidential campaign.
help each other instead of
DeVlieger helped organize telling each other that we're
student rallies in February better than each other."
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES
~
IIIII

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

~
IIIII

Currently, enrolled students are entitled·to consult with .
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

Conf;nue your educatjon online:
with courses, certificates and degrees
offert~d th.f.ouglJ the UCF UIRTU8l CflmPUS
e , u niversity of

Central
Florida

•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
· living arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
.
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over t,h e phone.
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resource Center, room 155.
.
Monday- Friday 8am-5pm. ,I
I
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Botl1 Gerry Gergley andJohn11y Rouse 11ave 11ave been a key
part of UCF athletics and the Orlando connnunity since 1970

'·

A letter to
the most
clutch of
them all
'Big Shot ·Bob' is money in
the bank when he has to be
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THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor
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COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION.

Gerry Gergley, left, coached Johnny Rouse, right, when this photo was taken in the early 1970s. The two have been friends ever since, and have both been selected to the UCF Athletics Hall of Fame.

HELPING TO BUILD
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ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor
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ormer UCF wrestling
heavyweight Johnny
Rouse can add another
honor to his list of
accomplishments. Last
week, the UCF Athletics Associati,o n announced his selection to the 2005 class of the
UCF Athletics Hall of Fame.
Rouse, who now coaches
the UCF club wrestling team
- which wrapped up its second consecutive National
Championship in March has been a staple at UCF since
1970 when he set foot on
UCF's [then-known as Florida
Technical University] campus
for the first time.
Rouse's current involvement in the
UCF club wrestling team is just a
small part of his deep athletic history
as a Knight. Rouse was UCF's first
ever heavyweight wrestler when he
was on the team, in 1971 and 1972
when it was an NCAA program. After.
graduating in 1972 h e came back to
UCF the next year as an assistant
coach, a position he served in until
1976. Six years later he returned as the
coach of the wrestling team for a sin-

COURTESY JULIE REEVES

Rouse, far left, is now the coach of UCF's club wrestling team, which has won two straight National Championships.

gle season.
For 19 years Rouse was coach of
. the Winter Park High School
wrestling team, and for his ser\rice he
has been honored by the National
Wrestling Hall of Fame with a Lifetime Service award.
It would be impossible though to
tell the story of Rouse's success without tellfug the story of Gerry Gergley,
who was inducted to the UCF Athletics Hall of Fame in 2003.
Gergley who has been teaching at
UCF since 1970 will teach his final
class today. He has decided to retire
after this summer.
PLEASE SEE

DUO ON A10

.
2005 inductees
• Johnny Rouse: First-ever UCF heavyweight wrestler, an assistant and later
coach of program.
• Frank Rother: UCF's first athletics
director, served 1968-1974.
• Rony Francois: Led UCF soccer to first
two NCAA Tournaments.
• Marquette Smith: Former tailback
holds single-season rushing record.
• Franeo Grilla: UCF football's place kicker from 1989 to 1992.
These five will be inducted into the UcF Athletics
Hall of Fame on Sept. 23 in Orlando.

"For me the coolest thing has been to know people like Gerry [Gergley]"
- JOHNNY ROUSE ON HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH HIS FORMER COACH

Dear Robert Horry,
When are you going to retire? Aren't you like 65
, years old? OK, I know you aren't that old, but it
· seems like you have been helping teams that I hate
win championships for at least that long.
First, it was the Houston Rockets 10 years ago in
the NBA Finals, when as a young and unproven
player, you stepped up and hit every big shot your
team needed to capture the title.
Your solid play - well and two missed free
throws by Nick Anderson, which would have
sealed game one, and instead left his career in n;rins
- helped the Rockets so much that you and your
team put a swift end to Shaq and Penny's Magic-al
season, with a four-game sweep.
1bat 1995 NBA Championship was your second
title, and sure enough you were back at it again in
the 2001 NBA Finals against the Philadelphia 76ers
as part of the most overrated "dynasty'' in the history of sports: the 2000-02 Los Angeles Lakers.
It's game three, and it seems like the Lakers are in
trouble. The series is tied at one, and Shaq has fouled
out, while the Lakers only hold a one-point lead with
under two minutes left. So what do you do?
You score the Lakers final seven points of the
game in less than 50 seconds, including a backbreaking 3-pointer from which Allen Iverson and
the Sixers never recover.
Lakers win in five.
And who could forget game four of the 2002
Western Conference Finals. The Lakers are trailing
the Sacramento Kings by two points with just seconds remaining. Kobe can't drain a last-second
shot, but the Kings Vlade Divac tips the ball back to
you, who was walking back to the bench in disgust
As the ball somehow came straight to you, your
eyes lit up like it was Christmas, and of course you
sank the game-winning 3-pointer at the buzzer. You
single-handedly beat the Kings and tied the series
at two games a piece, once again breaking the will
of the opposition as your Lakers went on to win in
seven and then roll over the New Jersey Nets in the
NBA Finals.
Without you, I bet the Lakers wouldn't have
won a single championship - heck, look what's ·
happened since you've left. It's been two years and
they aren't even in the playoffs.
So it wasn't surprising on Sunday night when
you took over game five when it seemed your team
was in the darkest possible place it could be.
Pressure made Tim Duncan forget how to play
agame at which he is arguably the best in the world,
but pressure made you score all 21 ofyour points in
the last 17:01 of the game.
Pressure made your teammates ineffective, but
pressure made your 34-year-old frame take offfrom
an inconceivable distance from the basket and
somehow slam the ball home and draw the foul.
You bailed your boys out
Pressure made Rasheed Wallace make arguably
the worst mistake in the history of the NBA Finals:
leave you wide open with the clock running down
and your team in dire straits. And you m ade
Rasheed Wallace and the Pistons pay for that Ifthe
Pistons go on to lose this series, which they did if
they didn't force a game seven last night, 'Sheed
may never be forgiven in Detroit for ignoring your
clutch play of the past and leaving you open to double down on Manu Ginobili who at worst would
have tied the garri.e and sent it to a second overtime.
After Sunday night's game you told reporters that
you thought when you retired people would consider you an "I remember him" kind of guy. But I disagree. You have caused way too much pain in my
sporting life for you to be just a footnote to history.
I think you should be in the Hall of Fame. Sure,
you have averaged under 10 points per game
throughout your career, but that isn't what is
important.
Earlier this series you passed Michael Jordan for
the most 3-pointers ever in the NBA Finals. Every
tin)e your team needs you, without exception, you
step up and hit the big shot, even though you are
largely forgotten during the regular season and
early rounds of the playoffs.
If your San Antonio Spurs beat the Pistons and
win the Finals, it will be your sixth championship
ring, and you didn't do it with Michael Jordan like
Scottie Pippen did
Robert Horry, no doubt you are a bad man in the
clutch. The moments of the years past and the past
week speak for tp.emselves.
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

Duo are most proud
of impact on others
I

EROM A9

said. "We didn't have any
budget at all hardly."
"His first week on campus
Howard Phillips, whose
was my first week on campus," namesake is on Phillips Hall
Rouse said of Gergley.
on campus and Dr. Phillips
Gergley came to Orland<;> high school in West Orlando,
from frigid Buffalo, N.Y., provided a jumpstart to the
where he was the head coach team when he donated a new
of a strong wrestling team at mat to UCF wrestling. Previthe University of Buffalo.
ously they had been practicing
"I came here because my on an old gymnastics mat.
whole family was here, " GergAt it's origin the program
~ey said. "So my whole family
had no facilities, no scholarwas living in Florida, and I was ships _a nd certainly no funding,
living in Buffalo. And all you but that didn't deter Gergley.
have to say is Buffalo, snow
Along wl.th building a presand cold. I applied for a lot of tigious wrestling program at
jobs down here."
UCF Gergley and Rouse
· When Gergley found out helped to create wrestling in
Orlando area high schools.
~bout FTU a new university in
· Orlando, he flew down to
"John [Rouse] was instruinterview with then athletics mental in starting the
director Frank Rother, who wrestling in the area," Gergley
ironically enough was also said. "Because back then we
selected to this year's class of built a trailer, and we went
the UCF Athletics Hall of around to all the high schools
Fame.
and put on assembly programs
"I think it's significant that for them, demonstrations to
they're
inducting
Frank promote wrestling.
Rother," Rouse said. "Because
That next year, the Orange
he was our first athletic direc- County athletic director
tor, and he hired Gerry [Gerg- bought 25 wrestling mats for
ley]; Gerry's done a lot."
all the high schools, so there
Rother hired Gergley, who was the beginning of wrestling
had a wealth of experience at in this area."
UB as the wrestling coach for
Wrestling was such a rarity
five years and the assistant in the Orlando area before
football coach - experience Gergley and Rouse spread the
that would serve UCF well in word that many of the people
· the future.
in the area didn't know what a
"So once I was here," Gerg- wrestling mat was.
ley said, "I left a team in Buffa"One time we went to a gas
lo, which was 14-2, where we station to fill up the trailer,"
were playing all the big Gergley said. ''.And we had the
schools up there, to start a pro- mats on the back, and they
gram down here.
were brand new ... three big
"So the first thing you have sections of mat."
to do is find wrestlers, and
"About 25 people started
there was no high school gathering around, and there
wrestling down here. So I just was no wrestling in Orlando at
beat the bushes, and I had to that ti:tne, so somebody asked
beat the bush pretty hard to me - 'What is that?' - .This
get John [Rouse], who was the was about the same ti:tne that
first heavyweight."
Disney was getting started
Rouse had come to UCF here, so I told them-'That's
from the University of Geor- the carpet for Cinderella's casgia where he had been playing tle at Magic Kingdom.' As we
football and was unhappy drove away, I looked at Jol'm
being away from home. When [Rouse] and said, 'What the
he came to campus Gergley hell am I doing here? They
took notice of him, because of don't even know what a freakhis heavyweight stature, and ing wrestling mat is, give me a
introduced him to wrestling, break! Get me out of here.' It's
which would become a life- a true story."
long passion for Rouse.
Thankfully for UCF GergGergley built the wrestling ley didn't leave, though he did
program at UCF essentially relinquish his duties as the
from scratch and coached it wrestling coach when it
for the first 10 years of its exis- became apparent that the
tence from 1970 to 1980. He led NCAA program would be cut
the team to a 108-42 record due to gender equity stanover his 10 years as coach. He dards set forth by Title IX,
also produced five All-Ameri- which Gergley calls his greatcans and had his teams in the est disappointment at UCF.
There weren't a whole lot
nation's Top 10 five times.
"We did a whole lot of fund of disappointments to choose
raising back then," Gergley from for Gergley, who has

been crucial to UCF athletics
in so many other ways.
He started the men's golf
program in 1979 and coached
it for two years leading it to a
Sunshine State Conference
Championship in his secoqd
year.. He alsq worked with t>r.
Jack O'Leary in the creation of
the football team and became
its first strength and condi-·
tioning coach.
Gergley and Rouse have
been longtime friends, with
Rouse frequently assisting
with instruction in his coaching theory classes. Between
them, Gergley and Rouse have ·
more than 70 years of coaching and teaching experience,
and the legacy they have left
behind is something they each
take great pride in.
"For. me the coolest thing
has been to know people like
Gerry [ Gergley] and to go into
coaching," Rouse said. "You
can just name guys [that we
coached] across the state that
have gone into wrestling and
coaching and been successful,
and then you feel like you're a
part of their success."
"I'm most prbud of the
number of kids that have graduated, went on in coaching
and been successful themselves," Gergley said.
'~nd a great example is
John. There aren't a lot of
Johnny Rouse's out there, but
there are a lot of people in
Florida and around the country, spreading the word and
teaching coaching, that we
trained.
I was here for 35 years, and
I averaged at least 180 students
pei year, so do the math, that's
a lot of people.''
Gergley has made such an
impression on Rouse that he
named the UCF club wrestling
te.a m's leadership award after
his for;mer coach because,
"He's a leadership kind of guy.''
"It's just nice to help young
men reach their goals," Gergley said, revealing the softer
side of the coach.
At one time Rouse was one
of those young men Gergley
helped to reach his goals, and
now, in September he will join
Gergley in the UCF Athletics
Hall of Fame, adding to the
legacy both have helped to
create.
·
Three others will join
Rouse and Rother in this
year's Hall of Fame class. They
are All-American soccer player Rony Francois, football
place kicker Franco Grilla and
UCF's single-season football
rushing leader Marquette
Smith.

From the S12orts Desk
· Men's soccer schedule to feature
12 home games in first C-USA season
Earlier this month the UCF
men's soccer team announced
their schedule for the fall season, the Knights first season in
Conference USA.
The schedule, which has
the Knights playing 12 home
games, features a seven-match
homestand early in the season.'
That homestand begins
with the Kickoff Classic on
Sept. 2, one of two tournaments that the Knights will
host this season. The Knights
other tournament, the 4didas
Classic, coines Sept. 16-18
when the Knights will face
Davidson and Hofstra.
The schedule will provide
an interesting blend of familiar
rivals and new faces for the.
Knights.
UCF has matches with former A-Sun opponents such as
Stetson (Sept. 13) and Florida
Atlantic (Sept. 22). The
Knights will also face their
opponent in the NCAA Tournament first round ·game for
· the last three years, Florida
.International University (Oct.
8). The Knights broke through
. against FIU last season to
advance to the NCAA second
t.ound for the first ti:tne in the
P,rogram's history.
1
Another first in UCF soccer
history will come on Sept. 30 at
the UCF Soccer Complex
when the Knights square off
with Marshall in the Knights'
first-ever C-USA match.
The Knights have a sevengame C-USA slate, with four of
those matches coming to the
rucF campus. The Knights
close out the season with two

MEN'S SOCCER
SCHEDULE
Aug. 20, vs. Saint Leo, 7 p.m.
Aug. 27, at USF, 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 2, vs. Lafayette, Kickoff Classic, noon
Sept. 7, vs. CCSU, Kickoff Classic, 8 p.m.
Sept. 13, vs. Stetson, 7 p.m.
Sep~. 16, vs. Davidson, Adidas Classic, 7 p.m.
Sept.18, vs. Hofstra, Adidas Classic, 1 p.m. ·
Sept. 22, vs. Florida Atlantic, 7 p.m.
Sept.25,at UNF, 7 p.m.
*Sept. 30, vs. Marshall, 7 p.m. ...

tough matches on the road
against UAB (Oct. 28) and
Memphis (Oct. 30). One of the
Knights more interesting
matches will come on Oct. 18,
when UCF will head out to
Dallas for a match versus
Southem Methodist University, where current UCF Coach
Brent Erwin was an assistant
for the last six years.
Erwin says that the match
holds no added significance to
him, but thinks that it may provide extra motivation for his
players.·
One thing is for certain the scouting report will be a little thicker when the Knights
play SMU this fall.

UCF Sports Marketing office earns
national awards from NACMA
Two awards, including one
of five Best of the Best honors
from the National Association
of Collegiate
Marketing
Administrators
(NACMA)
were given to the UCF Sports
Marketing office last week.
The "Coach O'Leary Get
Motivated Season Ticket Campaign" which increased season
ticket sales in last year's football .ff15eason by 11 percent,
earned the gold award in the

Oct. 2, vs. Kentucky, 2 p.m.
Oct. 8, at FIU, 7 p.m.
*Oct. 14, at SMU,8 p.m.
*Oct. 16, at Tulsa, 2:35 p.m.
*Oct.21, vs. East Garolina, 7 p.m.
*Oct. 23, vs. South Carolina, 2 p.m.
*Oct. 28, at UAB, 8 p.m.
1'0ct. 30, at Memphis, 2 p.m.

State & Nation
FSU quarterback undergoing
treatment for undisdosed illness
TALLAHASSEE - Florida
State quarterback Wyatt Sexton
is being treated for an undis- ·
closed illness but doesn't have a
drug problem, his father said
Thursday.
Seminoles running backs
coach Billy Sexton 'w ouldn't
specify what type of treatment
his son is getting. Wyatt Sexton
was taken to the hospital by
police last week after he was
found acting strangely in the
middle of a street and telling officers.that he was "God.''
"Wyatt is under the care of
physicians for a medical problem
and aUhis time he will remain
under their care;• Billy Sexton
said in a one-page release faxed
to The Associated Press. "His
doctors have informed us that
drug abuse is not the problem.''
Since the 20-year-old Sexton
was suspended for two weeks
earlier this month, there had
been speculation it might have·
been for failing a drug test or
refusing to take one.
Some of his friends have said
he was stressed from the pressures of trying to secure the
. starting job. Redshirt freshmen
Xavier Lee and Drew Weatherford were also battling for the
position, but Sexton was the
favorite to start for the Seminoles next season.
Florida State opens its season
Sept 5 against Miami
"Our focus as a family is to
ensure that our son. whom, we
love and support in every regard,
gets the care that he needs until
he makes a full and complete
recovery," Billy Sexton said.
"The outpouring of love and·
support from so many people for
Wyatt and our family has been
overwhelming and a source of
great comfort to all ofus."

Star Illinois player withdraws name
from NBA draft after breaking foot
CHAMPAIGN, ill - Still on
crutches after breaking his foot
· at a pre-draft camp, Dee Brown
withdrew his name Monday
from the NBA draft and will
return to Illinois for his senior
season
"Everything happeJ;lS in life
for a reason." he said

PHIL COALE I AS50CIATED PRESS

According to Wyatt Sexton's father, his recent problems have nothing to do with drugs.

Brown, a 6-foot guard, averaged 13.3 points and 4.5 assists
and led the Illini with 70 steals in ·
his junior season. The Big Ten
player ofthe year was an AP second-team All-American.
He helped lead Illinois, the
top-ranked team for most of last
season. to the NCM Championship before losing to North
Carolina
But his height, short by NBA
standards, and his lack ofexperience playing point guard were
factors working against him in
the draft. He needed to show
well at the pre-draft camp to
convince NBA executives that
he could be a possible firstround choice. His injury two _
weeks ago ended that possibility.
"I was a little disappointed,"
he said. "I was going to go in
there and play hard and showcase the way I play."
His right foot remains in a
cast, and he's expected to be on
crutches for several more weeks
and off the basketball court until
at least late August, he said
Brown said even with the
injury, he waited until late last
week to make his decision to
return.
"It was tough deciding
between the NBA and coming
back," Brown said "There was a

lot of positives both ways."
"But when it came down to it,
I asked my parents, I asked all
my family: 'Would they mind
another year being down in
Champaign?"' Brown said.
"Everyone in my family loves
Champaign, so I just decided to
comeback.''
Brown is taking a math class
this summer and still must complete an internship to obtain his
degree in sports management

St Peter's basketball player found
dead in donn room, cause unknown
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - St.
Peter's basketball player George
Jefferson was found dead in his
·dorm room yesterday.
The cause of death was not
immediately known, St Peter's
sports information director
Tirriothy Camp said
The 20-year-old reserve
guard, who was taking classes
over the summer and working at
a camp for high school ba5ketball players, was found by another student, Camp said. The
Q!J.eens, NY., native was 'e ntering his senior season, having
averaged 2.7 points a game dur- ·
ing his career.
St. Peter's Coach Robert
Leckie was upset and not avail.able for comment, Camp said
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Group III season ticket campaign category.
''We were very enthusiastic
about the ·campaign," UCF
Assistant Athletics Director of
Marketing and Promotions
Gert Garman said in a statement released last week.
"Having it ranked as one of
the top in the country is a huge ·
honor."
Garman and assistant Jared
Eller developed the amusing
and award-winning campaign
with the help of the Knight
Images .ad agency.
Of the 720 entries eligible
for the awards, which were
given last week at the NACMA
national convention, only five
were selected Bes't of the Best.
UCF's a~ campaign was one of
· the few selected for that honor
, by a panel of celebrity judges,
which included some of the
best in the marketing industry
froni Gatorade, Coca-cola,
IMG Creative, General Motors
and the Fiesta Bowl.
Garman, Eller and their
staff were also honored last
year by the NACMA, when
they earned a bronze award for
having one of the top student
promotiouli. programs in the· r
division.
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Monday- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT~S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 7 I 712005

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

40.7 -384-6888
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OUR STANCE

HE:Y, t..OOK5 LIKE:
THE: l='l<'E:5HMAN 1 S
GOT TO YA, HA HA.
WHAT'S IJP,
CHUCK.

'Excellent idea' is
finding Bin Laden
I

n the fong drawn out
process that has been
George W. Bush's 'War on
Terror" and his vow to hunt
down the people responsible namely Osama Bin Laden - for
the attacks on 9/11, it appears
that United States intelligence
has finally made some significant progress.
In the upcoming June 27 issue
of Time, CIA Director Porter
Goss states that he has aii "excellent idea" where Bin Laden is.
Unfortunately - albeit wisely he doesn't elaborate into the
whereabouts of the most wanted
man in the entire world, so
Americans pretty much just have
to take Goss at his word.
The problem is that the
American public ha5 been laking
the government at its word smce
the horrific and tragic events in
late 2001, and at some point,
someone has to end up paying
for those planes flying into those
buildings if Bush wants to call
his two-term presidency a success. Saddam Hussein doesn't
even count because even Dick
Cheney admitted on national tele~ion that the former Iraqi djctator had no connection to the
infamous terrorist attacks or alQaida
Pertaining to Goss' comment
that he has this "excellent idea," ·
the question remains why aren't
.we going after Bin Laden right
now, once and for all? We have

the sons and daughters of hardworking American families risking their lives in Iraq for a war
that many Americans still don't
understand the purpose of.
There are mothers and fathers
and children who are barely old
enough to vote fighting overseas,
dying in battle against the insurgents, yet OlU' CIA apparently
knows where the main bad guy
is.
The removal of Hussein from
power was undoubtedly important for the security of democracy and the safety of human
rights of Iraqi citizens. U.S.
troops did their job by removing
the evil dictator, but now they
should be doing the most important duty of all: hunting do;wn
Bin Laden and bringing this
maniac to justice.
Ifwe know where he is, there
is no reason that troops shouldn't be storming the cave that he's
cowering in and capture Bin
Laden immediately. Granted,
there are certain avenues of
diplomacy that need to be taken ..
when dealing with foreign countries and extracting volatile yet
heavily protected l~aders like Bin
Laden. But diplomacy takes a
backseat when it comes to standing up for the memory of the
thousands of casualties sufi,"ered
from the 9/11 attacks.
Goss' admittance of his
alleged knowledge of Bin
Laden's whereabouts is Bush's

key to regaining some credibility
after his approval rating has
plummeted because of Iraq. If
he's waiting to m;:ike one last
· hurrah before his second term
comes to an end then he's making a huge rilistake.
The president needs to use
this information to launch an
assault on America's No. 1
enemy, and there can be no hesitation.
Time is running out for Bush
in J:iis 'War on Terror." Democratic ·o pponents have long
argued that if Gore or Kerry had
been elected instead of Bush
then America would have caught
Bin Laden already. Of course this
argument holds no water
because there's no way of truly
measuring the validity of such
statements, and it's simply just
partisan bickerL".lg.
However, if Bush and Goss
don't lead a final and successful
chirge in capturing Bin Laden,
then the Democrats will most
certainly have their chance to
put someone in the nation's
highest office who will do it
instead The clock has been ticking for the Bush administration
to put an end to al-Qaida for four
years and time is running out.
This matter needs to come to
a close or Bush won't leave office
as the president who caught one
of the most evil men ever, but as
the president who gave him the
chance to strike again.

OUR STANCE

Harris could win
due to hero status
H

,,

igh-profile republican
Katherine Harris
annotincedlastweek
that she will run against incumbent Democrat Bill Nelson for a
U.S. Senate seat in 2006. Harris,
who is best known for presiding
over the controversial 2000
presidential election and declaring Republican candidate
George W. Bush president of the
United States, lllflY not have an
easy campaign for her party's
norilination. Although neither
have made official their intentions, Tallahassee insiders are
confident that Republican
House Speaker Allen Bense, and
perhaps even.the Florida Senate
President Tom Lee, will oppose
Harris for the GOP's nominat10n. .
Although there is competition, Harris, who has served two
terms as a U.S. Representative, is
the only nationally recognized
figure competing for the republican norilination. Many also perceive Harris as having handed
the 2000 election to current
President Bush. Although all
Harris really did was sign a
piece of paper after dozens of
officials, and even opposing candidate Al Gore, conceded that
Bush was the rightful winner,
her actions during that race are
considered by·some to be the
foundation of a promising career
in politics.
In reality, it is precisely these
actions that may stand in her

.

\

polling groups instead.
way as she attempts to further
ascend the political ladder in the
While Lee and Bense add
intensity to the race for the nomUnited States. Because she is
credited with placing a Republiination within the state, it is l,lltican in the White House in 2000, mately Harris who has brought
the friendly competition among
Harris has become one of the
most strongly polarized political them into the national spotlight.
figures of her time. Because of
In an article featured in the
the popularity of incumbent Sen. Washington Post, UCF's own
Bill Nelson, and the animosity
. professor Aubrey Jewett analyzed the campaign. "Democrats
many democrats harbor toward
Harris, she will face competition will turn out in force for Bili Nelwithin her party for the nomina- son in any event, but they will
turn out in greater numbers
tion.
because they don't like KatherLeading the opposition is
Republican Hous·e Speaker Allen ine Harris." Jewett continued to
Bense. While Bense has not offi- say, "Republicans are going to
cially declared his candidacy, he· turn out in greater numbers for
did speak candidly with the St.
her because she is.seen as a
Petersburg Times regarding the
hero."
possibility. In his discussion with
With two years left before the
the Times, Bense not only menelection, incumbent Bill Nelson
tions having been encouraged by finds himself holding what may
Gov. Jeb Bush to run for the
be the most coveted Senate seat
office, but also having spoken
in the United States. Several
with someone at the White
high-profile Republicans have
House.
speculated over plans-to camFinding himself in the riliddle paign, and Katherine Harris of
of all of this is current Senate
2000 election fame has been
President Lee. Lee, who is connothing short of outspoken in
sidered a good friend of Bense,
her designs for the office.
has also been rumored into the
Though Harris is the obvious
race this week. Both men are
favorite for most, Republicans
credited with bringing a more
have decided they want this Sencivil tone to interaction between ate seat regardless of which of
the bodies they lead, and are
these big names wins the noriliconsidered unlikely to oppose
nation. The next generation of
each other in a campaign. Lee
great politicians may well be on
has also been recruited by Gov.
the rise in Florida, and DemocBush for tµ.e office and says he
rats may soon be saying goodbye
has not been contacted by White to one of their last leaders holdHouse officials, but several local
ing a public office in the state.
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READER VIEWS
by the holy books of Judaism, ·
Spurned candidate speaks condemned
Christianity and Islam. One senator pubaccused me of being a bigot. That is a _,
out ·after Senate rejection licly
serious charge, and it deserves a serious

· A majority of student senators rejected
my nomination to the student Senate for
poor reasons. They rejected me because
they believed it is immoral to have morals
that affect public policy. They championed
a tolerance that refuses to tolerate belief
systems that exalt any virtue above tolerance.
Specifically, I was voted down for my
belief that it is not right to use public dollars to support homosexuality, a practice

answer.
It is false. I am not a bigot, and I do not
hate homosexuals. On the contrary, I have
homosexual friends. However, I do not
endorse their homosexuality. The politically
correct doctrine of tolerance demands
indifference toward everything, even things
that lead to pain and death. Should a friend .
PLEASE SEE

READER ON A12

The Future encourages comments from readers. Lettersto the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit thein online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).

From local bands to the top
of the charts, no one is safe
show, and it ended up turnBuried deep in the history
of Burnsy is a secret that .
ing into one hell of a final
only a few know.
summer in Coral Springs for
My FAU comrades Benny
us. Aside from some really
funny stories about New
and Brian know my sordid
musical past, but no one at
Fourid Glory, all I took away
UCF knows about my threefrom it was a few memories
and a videotape of a show
month escapade into "the
biz." You see, I was once a
that no one will ever see.
lead singer.
M 0 UTHING 0 FF
So why do I bring up my
serili-embarrassing musical
Well, I think singer is
past? Because my good
being generous but I was
ASHLEY BURNS
friends in Big 10-4 inked a
once the frontman of a ska
Managing Editor
deal with Universal last Friband in high school I don't
day, and I'm pretty freaking proud of the
have any musical talent unless you consider
belching the Saved By The Bell theme song a boys.
With that said, I offer this musical edition
talent.
Back in tny prehistoric days of high school of the tirade in honor of the guys who had
better put me in their first album's liner
I fronted Disco Stu and the Fabulous Hom
notes if they know what's good for them ...
Kings. Basically some friends and I were
bored and we threw together two Reel Big
PLEASE SEE MARRIAGE ON A12
Fish covers for the Stoneman Douglas talent
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'What is the best part
about Orientation?'
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Marketing

"The end .,-- it rained the whole
time."
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"The show at the end "

"The food, even though it wasnt great.
Definitely thefood."
'

"The skit night."

'
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READER VIEWS
FROM

All

establishing any religion, the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees the
right to "the free exercise" of religion. Disquietly tolerate his friend's alcoholism or
criminating against people because of their
drug addiction? That is the easy path, but
religious
beliefs violates both of those consticompassion will bar a friend from 't aking it. I
tutional clauses by implicitly establishing
see all sins in this way. Lying, stealing, hatred,
atheistic secularism as the official state reliextra-marital sex, murder and greed all
gion
and by denying people of faith the right
destroy those who practice them. Believing
to live out that faith in public. Are we truly
this, I would be dishonest to say otherwise.
free to exercise religion if we can only exerI do not condemn those who voted against
cise it in private?
me. I think they thought they were doing the
I am disappointed to have not been conright thing. But I think that they were mistakfirmed, but this setback will not cause me to
en, and that the principles they used to reject
surrender the public square. Truth and justice
me will have devastating consequences on
·
are best reached by frank, thorough discusgovernment if they are followed to their logical conclusions. Rejecting candidates because sion of issues. I will continue to pursue more
they subscribe to moral principles that would just public policies by remaining a voice in
the public square. I encourage every citizen
influence their voting record is unconstituto do,the same.
tional.
In addition to preventing Congress from
- SKIP MOEDINGER

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

·~

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO~ FL 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!
REMEMBERI
, IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY _
YOU COULD SAVE

Marriage is imminent
if Clarkson hits town
FROM

Al 1

Yes it's true, Big 10-4 has
risen above the level of local
favorite to soon become an
up-and-coming major label
act. Right behind Matchbox
20, the Backstreet Boys,
'NSync, 0-Town, Big Sky and
the homeless guy who danced
and sang "Mary Had a Little
Lamb" for a dollar to me
downtown one night, Big 10-4
might be the best musical
group to ever come out of
Orlando ...
It's summertime so that
means all of the major tours
are hitting the road. I was·kind
of sad to hear that Lollapalooza was being limited to
just one show in Chicago this
year after the tour failed to
sell enough tickets last year. I
still remember begging my
mom to let me go to the very
first Lollapalooza show, and
now I'm going to cry because
I just realized 90 percent of
the incoming freshmen were
in diapers when that tour first
began ...
Speaking of Lollapalooza,
one of the tour's original
bands, the Smashing Pumpkins, appears to be reforming
after breaking up more than
five years ago. Now all we
need is a Four Non Blondes
reunion, a Big Johnson T-shirt
and a case of St. Ide's Special
Brew and it's officially 1996 ...
Bryan Adams and DefLeppard are hitting the road for a
tour together. Somewhere
there has to be a guy in a hospital bed who has been in a
coma for the past 20 years
who might actually enjoy this
show. Attending a Bryan
Adams show is kind of like
passing a kidney stone except
with more tears and the overwhelming guilt of actually
spending $40 to experience

'

THOUSANDS!

the agony.
Editor's note: I fully intend
However, not even my ego . for every guy to call me a
is strong enough to stop me
wuss immediately after readfrom jamming out to "Suming this column ..:
mer of '69" anytime I hear it
Gwen Stefani's.hit single
played. Don't deny it. We're all "Hollaback Girl" is handsdown the worst ·s ong I have
guilty. Here, I'll get you started: "I got my first real six .
ever heard in my life. The
string, bought it at the five and song seriously makes me want
' dime ... "
to kill puppies. That's how
horrible that trash is. We're
talking worse than anything
by Billy Ray Cyrus, the Cranberries and 98 Degrees combined. The song is garbage, GA-R-B-A-G-E ...
An argument recently
came up on the
UCFSports.com message
board aqout the quality of Rob
Thomas' evolution - or
decomposition in my opinion
- from Matchbox 20 to his
teaming up with Carlos Santana to his current solo career.
I'll admit the guy has plenty of money, and if he weren't
iµarried, he could probably
catch more tail than a champion Bassmaster, but is it all
worth it? Now, before you
answer that question I want
you to watch his latest video.
Only when you've turned
away in the general shame we
all feel as men after watching
him try to shake his ass may
you answer this question. I
think my point has been made

&6.

CALL USAT_
. _(407) 851-3800
~OR CHECK OUT OUR. WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM
' IL

. Thesong
seriously makes
me want to kill
puppies. That's
how-horrible that
trash is. We're
talking worse
than anything by
Billy Ray Cyrus,
the Cranberries
and 98 Degrees
combined. The
song is garbage,

G-A-R-8-A-G-E ..•

Here's a sad note for all of
Burnsy's ladies: In just under a
month I will officially be off
the market. UCF's most eligible bachelor will be taking the
plunge.
That's right, Kelly Clarkson
will be performing at the UCF
Arena on July 17 and as cofounder of the UCF chapter of
the Kelly Clarkson Fan Club,
I'm sure she'll fall in love with
me as soon as she gets a good
look at this journalistic stallion.

Finally, call me insensitive
- I'm used to it - but does
anyone else think it's unfair
that Stevie Wonder got courtside seats in Detroit for the
NBA Finals? I mean, do we sit
deaf people closer to the stage
at rock concerts?
Trust me, I know I'm probably crossing the line of good
taste here, but it's not like he's
going to read this.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

Earn up to $1.70/QJ.o.
donating plasma-regularly

(y

_ _io_l__,ogicals

r - - - .... - - .,

Find out how thousands of students save I SPECIAL ~10 OFFER I

lives and.earn cash by donating ·plasma .1.

New Donors-Bring I
regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique · I this ad for s.sextra on I

L

medicines for people with various illnesses. 2~ ~d~h~o~t~.J

.~ 1900Alafaya Trail, Suit' 500 • www.dciplasm,.com • 32J-23$-p100
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

Monday - Friday
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By Fax: (407) 447-4556
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In Person: University Court, Suite 200
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Wttiaf 31orib 1utute Seminole Chronicle

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

UCF's award-winning newspaper

published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

·local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
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Bartenders wanted.
$300 a cdiy potential.
No experlellce necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Cail 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
CHEER COACH
Needed to teach children's
cheerleading program in
Orlando & Apopka.
Call toil free 866-236-2767.

Is now hiring servers, cashiers, and
kitchen positions.
Apply in person. 407-977-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com

WE LOVE OUR JOB!

, Always Hiring Female Dancers
and Entertainers. Great pay $$$$.
Ail Shifts available. Must have own
transportation and be dependable.
Start immediately. 321-439-9813
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Online Surveyors- Pt/Ft. Apply
Today. Work Today. Get paid to
shop, eat, and take surveys from
home. More info @ www.checksfromhome.com

Up to $801</yr commissions.
LEADERS CAN EARN
Up to $2001</yr commissions.
We offer:
*Wealth building for you
and your family
*Free qualified leads
*Immediate weekly cash
*Monthly cash bonuses
*Fast track to advancement
*Stock ownership program
*No MLM
Call Monday only 10am,5pm.
407-363-6900
www.rleblan·c .mw-career.com
CA216078

Central Florida Future
Publisher's assistant wanted 20 hours
per week, Mon-Fri. Sales and marketing
exp. requ. Good pay.
E-mail resume and fall availability to
publisher@ucfnews.com.

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:

Looking for ll babysitter on a as
. needed basis. 3 yr old boy. Pay is
negotiable. Exp preferred, ref reqd.
Must have transportation.
If Interested call 407-380-0781.

SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS
LINE COOKS • DISHWASHERS

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!
Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4prn .
Restaurants located at:
Downtown Disney, 1-.ti. exit 68. ·
EOE

WWW. LEVYR ESTAU RANTS.COM

Part-time Bookkeeper/Personnel ManagerMitchell Hammock Pet Hospital, apply at
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo
Call 407-366-7323
Also Part-time Kennel help needed.
Cleaning person wanted for 3
"Mammone's" (italian for Momma's Boy's)
Several hours a week to clean, wash and
cook their 3 br apt. Your schedule $10/hr
Please Call 561-758-5255 or
Email oilbizz@hotmail.com

Board Certified Allergist
Located on Alafava Trail
1 mile south of UCF

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new peopl e.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passi on
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

,,f

~Allergy

& Asthma Center
Wi/ ________
of East Orlando

Boyce A. Hornberger, Nill, FAAAAI
3151 N. Alafaya Trai~ Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
www.eastorlandoallergy.com
Additional location in Oviedo

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

now hiring exp. cooks, and pizza makers;weight staff; delivery drivers; cashiers.
For current and new locations. Call
Robyn @ 407-706-0346

Red Bull

CIVIL ENGINEER
Position avail for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates, LLC at 407-740-7900

Never work Sundays again!
now hiring smiling faces for daytime
hours at Chick-fil-A at Tuskawilla rd.
flexible schedule, competitive wages,
plea;;e contact kelly @ 407-696-8333

DISCOVER

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

ALLERGIES?

Network One Mortgage

Levy Restaurants is now seeking enthusiastic
& dedicated individuals to join our team!

•

Needed for the Central Florida
Future. Must be comfortable making
outbound sales calls. Exp pref.
Earning potential unlimited! Base
salary plus commission.
E-mail resume to
renen@knightnewspapers.com

Law office assistant for attorney
expanding practice to include
immigration. Good spoken, written
Chinese and English. PT (FT possible),
flexible hours. Fax resume to
407-482-5802 or email to
attorney@legalpro.org.

Veterinary Kennel Ward Attendant PT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, pet oriented ward
attendant. Training provided. Please
contact Isabel at 407-447-9444.

'

Classified· Sales Rep

Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103

part-time telemarketers paid hourly plus
bonuses, also need licensed mortgage
brokers and trainees. No experience
necessary. Call 407-831 -8006

'

Two month Part-Time Summer Cleaning
job. One day per week. Flexible days,
working around your schedule, $12/hr, at
home in Winter Park. House cleaning
and light yard work. Please e-mail me at
norma911@hotmail.com to start
immediately for 2 month period.

A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people-oriented
receptionist. Salary commensurate
with experience; we also offer
excellent benefits. Please contact
Isabel at 407-447-9444.

~jw

ENfRGV DA:INK

Exciting jqb opportunity for women
with high energy and motivation!
Flexible hours, great Income
structure, use of car, and many
bonuses. Call Judy at 407-359-0764
for phone Interview.
Veterinary AsslstantfTechnlclan FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice In
East Orlando Is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact Isabel at
407-447-9444.
Valet Parking Attendants needed.
Summer position available for Orlando
area. Call (407) 616-3296
WEBSITE ORDER PROCESSING
PT/FT. Seeking a night owl to work from
2 am- 9am, but hrs. are flexible. Starts
$8.00/hr. No .experience necessary. Will
train, exp. in WOW, EQ 1&2, and FFXI
helpful. Email busyqbell@yahoo.com
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Get top dollar to make positive changes
in your community.
Call Laura at 407-841-4999.

Bilingual Reps Also Needed for the Orlando Location,t
English/Spanish

Call for an interview:
Orlando 407-243-9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Tralnlng provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Cail 1-888-898-4124

NOW HIRING
All
Positions,
All
Locations!!
Applebee s team members enjoy competitive wages with
1

great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

Orlando Locations:
UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

Heathrow
7055 CR46A
Lake Mary, Florida
407-444-9930
GM: Bobby Shomo

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

Altamonte Springs Store Now Open!
Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

.!

Two Men andl a Truck is looking for
FT/PT leant members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages +tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are· located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

e

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 1O and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

• Ride Operator

Phone Sales
Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$300-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

•Lifeguard
• Food & Beverage:

Need Extra Spending Money?
2 Part-time receptionist positions
available every other weekend for a
busy Real Estate company in winter
springs duties to include: answering multi
phone lines, faxing documents and light
, filing. please fax or e-mail resume to
remaxtc @orlando-homes.net or
fax to 407-695-1223

Cooks and Cashiers

Leasing Consultant

Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. Immediate
openings. 407-666-590~

•

•Front Gate
• Merchandise Cashier
• Warehouse
•Security

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insL1rance. Call 407·810-4003.
Hunter's Ridge Apartments in Winter
Park, for Monday's Friday 's &
Saturday's, 20 hrs/wk. No exp req.
$8/hr +comm. Cail 407-677-7070

·~

..

Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa @ 407-354-2085

.•

.• '
•
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Internet CominQ
·Fall 2005!

'

Tanning Bed
Coming Fall 2005

Crossword
Female studeni seeking Female
roommate for place to rent in UCF area!
Call Lacey 954-558-3485

Brand New 4/3/2 House in
Avalon Park near UCF. All appliances
Included. Rent $1900/Dep $1000
1224 Fox Grove Ct,
·
Orlando FL 32828
Call 407-616-3615
New 3035 sqft. Home 4BR 3.5 BA w/ loft
in E. Orlando 2 Story, 2 car garage, walkin closets, inside util, cable/phone outlets
in every rm, all kit. appli., W/D, lawn
care, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles from
UCF. Only $1750/mo. + util. Individual
rooms av,ail from $375-575/mo
Avail. 7/1 ! Call today! 407-249-1417

•

Just Built 5 bedroom
4 full baths Students OK
Avail. Mid-Aug/Sept Rent $2200
Eric 407-489-0877

GREAT HOUSE for 4/5 Friends!
Help Wanted Pff
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

'
Full time position available for motivated
professional. Strong phone skills, and
clean driving record required. Apply in
person @ CV! or fax resume to
407-380-8701
J
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057
Financial services wholesaler in
Oviedo seeks young qualified
individual or graduate for career
opportunity. Must have good people
and telephone skills with attention to
detail. Salary plus commission based.
Math and finance kno~ledge
required. Call 407-706-0341.
SALESPERSON NEEDED
Make up to $1500/week. Will train.
Call 407-854-5111

Established Courier Service,
Immediate lncome!Central Florida
includes vehicle, equipment, and
training. Service five days a week.
Please Call 407-925-7291

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
Check out
www.hewincomestream.coachgenie.com
Contact through website.

UCF AREA HOUSE
•

Huge 4BD/2BA w/ office. Great
neighborhood, fenced-in yd. Pets ok!
Avail immediately. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

non-smoking only. smatl pet ok. fully
furnished (unfurnished) 5/3 home min to
ucf. $625-695/room includes all.
phoenixventures 813-431-5464
NEWLY RENOVATED HOME
Mins from UCF on Dean Rd. 4/2 with
living rm and bonus rm, large porch and
' back yard on reservoir. $2200/mo.
Please call ~07-489-8127 for info.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

2bd/2ba Condo by UCF For Rent
$1050/mo, fully furnished. 1/2 mi from
UCF, non-smokers. Avail Aug 1st.
Call Monica@ 407-222-3488.
1/1 CONDO FOR RENT.
Great amenities. Newly remodele~.
Close to UCF, airport, and
downtown. Small pets ok.
$750/mo. Call 215-260-831 O
Pegasus Pointe 2b/2ba
NO move in fees!!!
Last years rent applies!!!
AWESOME AMENITIES!!! ALL UTIL
INCL!!! Please CALL: 407 739 6669

FREE RENT
1 & 2. bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
-==-·
0
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1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begir:is Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.

Looking for a roommate over 21
to find a place near UCF for the
beginning o1:ug/Sept. Must be !aid
back, clean, nd open minded to all
types of m le. Call 407-538-4363
or sou fan@hotmall.com
Master bdrm, 5 min from UCF, Female
Only. $550/m , internetlcable/util. incl.
1st, last, & in 6 mo lease reqd. No
drugs 407-928-9123
Room forl.Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric 407-489-0877
Friendly Male roommate wanted to
share my apt at Addison Place (waking
distance from UCF. Avail immediately
(June rent paid). You will have your own
room and will share the kitchen and BA.
Rent is $260 + ? electricity.
The apt is furnished.
Phone: 407-823-0177, 631-463-9375
Roommate wanted A.SAP. for August
6th. Female. $545/mo includes
every1hing.Near UCF. Free Shuttle
Access. Call Ellen @ 727-688-0349

Ucf area. 2b/2b duplex. Fence. Large
shed. Credit check. $895 negotiable.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

Room Avail In the Fall In 312 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Univ, light
between Rouse & Dean in Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo Incl all util, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
klelnst_42@yahoo.com

NO MOVE-IN/APPLICATION FEES
1 Bed/1 Bath For Rent; lndiv. lease in
2/2 Apartment @ Pegasus Connection
All utilities/internet inc.$575/month
Pool View Call Lianna@321-446-3509

Roommate wanted. 4/bd house: Alafaya
Woods. $485/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable. No Pets. Avail now. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
after 6 p.m.
Room for Rent In 3/2 UCF Area Home
Private bd & ba avail July 1st.
$550/mo plus 1/2 utilities.
Call 321-239-0907.

Roommate needed.to share large new
4/2 house. 1o minutes away from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, and gym. Yard and
sequrity. $500 + 1/3 utilities.
Call Ariel @954-610-9214

LOOK!!!
2 bdrm avail. In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-489-7324.

Apartment For Rent
3/3 w/2 roommates in Pegasus Landing.
Many amenities included.
2004 Rates apply-$700 savings.
Please Call Rachael @407-963-4455

F UCF student seeking clean resp.,
roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl. util.
furnish.a d BR in a nice area. 6 mi. from
UCF Also incl. pool and tennis court
access. Call Nicole at 407-616-2221.
Available A.S.A.P

Room avail in 212 apt at Pegasus Pointe.
Private rm & ba, furn, w/d, full kitchen,
3rd floor seclusion. $580/mo incl all util,
cable, & internet. No move-in or
renewal fees. Available now.
Call Andrew@ 407-383-4182.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 3
bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF. $500/mo incl. utll,
n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avail Sep. 1st. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

·UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath
..2 Reserved parking sp0ts, 1 Year lease.
$700 rent, $700 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-310-6583.

Female roommate needed to share
2BR/2BA apartment. $400 + utilities.
Knights Landing Apartments.
Call 904-285-8210.

Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from August-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No·
move in fees. Call Anna @ 407-926-2798

Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.

2 Rooms Avail- $450/mo each

Room available in 3/2 house. Minutes
from UCF and Waterford. New furniture,
New stainless appliances, Vaulted
ceilings, Tile W/D, Big screen, Ethernet,
Room has bed and desk if needed
$375/mo plus 1/3 utils. chuckahern@cll.rr.com or. Call 407-929-6826
ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 1O min from
UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
all inclusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Call 850-291-3183
UCF Area. 1 rm avail now in 4/2 t10me.
$375/mo, and share utilities. 2 rms in
413, $425 including utilities, avail Aug 17.
1 master bdrm in 3/2, avail Aug 1
$400/mo, share utilities. 407-625-0238
Rooms for Rent in 4/3 Home
1 rm avail now. Other avail Aug. 1st.
Pool table & spa. 5 mins from UCF.
$500/mo, every1hing incl.
Call Travis at 941-685-3954.

ROOM FOR RENT

UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neill 321-431-1708
3/2 house, fully furnished w/exception of
room. Rent incls: utilities, cable, 'lnternet,
W/D, full kitchen, house is 10 min. from
UCF, rent is $500/mo, negotiable,
Contact Andy@850-445-6719

,

•

when you can

OWN?

3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all inclusive except split electric, + pool at
club house, screened porch, 2 car gar.,
furn. except bedrooms. Avail. 08/05.
Please call Elena at 561-718-8980 or
saphire0924@msn.com .

2 BATH HOMES

~:

Come join your classmates already living here...
plus receive.a Fifi Washer/Dryer!
'

t

II

Looking for 2 roommates to share a
three bedroom, nice home, nice location
near UCF and Valencia. Ready to move
in anytime. $500/mo all utilities included
407-230-8395 or e-mail
Nguyenxp50@gmail.com
Looking for clean, n/s male or female to
rent a room in Ashington Park, mins from
UCF. 3/2 bdrm house fully furn w/
exception of room. $450/mo incl aU-util,
cable, & internet. Avail now through Apr
15th, 2006. Call Jennifer w/ any
questions at 407-382-7770 or email at
UCFhunniebee@aol.com.
Room for rent In beautiful 413 home.
5 mins from UCF. $575/mo all
utilities included. No deposit or move
in fees. Call 407-427-0049

t

,.

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Brand new 4/2 home 5 mins away from
UCF. $500/mo incl all util, w/d, garage
wl remote, community pool. Call Maria at
407-977-7098 or 407-461-8197.
New 4/2 home on lake conserv. lot. Pool
table, Leather furn., One bdm avail. w/
view, ns/np $450/month. incl: all util.
DSL, Cable, Full kitchen, Grill, and patio,
WID, maid, Lawn service and alarm. less
than a mile to UCF.Call 407-466-7069

3 BEDROOM,

•

• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
• Over 11 Homes to Choose From
•Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
•Two Swimming Pools
•Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

·Models Open Monday-Saturday 9;00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
and Sunday 11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Mil~s East 01 Alalaya

407-281··6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks:com

DOWN
1 Tolerate
2 Russian
revolutionary
3 Took measured
steps
4 Established
. laws
5 Merchant
6 Slick liquid

10

1\

12

13

"
17
20

7 Nae-sayer
8 Meadow
grazers
9 Pie filler
10 Way up
11 Jack of talk
shows
12 Get an eyeful of
13 Require
21 _go braghl
23 African antelope
25 Scorches
28 Blotch
30 Pelvic bones
31 Window part
32 Prepares to
drive
33 Outer banana
34 Sp.eak
incoherently
35 Time periods
37 Palliated
40 Edgy
41 Subtle moves
43 Most ornery
44 Brent Spiner
ctraracter
46 Transmitter
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48 Maintains one's
subscription
50 Rubbish
52 Bird sound
53 Personal
coach
54 Smart-alecky

55 Tennis divisions
56 Class dance
57 Very small
amount
58 Farm
outbuilding
62 _Moines, IA

Incl. utll, cable & internet access.
Security Deposit. 10 min to UCF,
Plenty of parking.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

3/2.5 Waterford Lakes townhome.
Fully furn, $350/mo plus 1/3 util.
Call Angela at 321-662-8754.

WHY RENT

ACROSS
1 High peaks
5 Discard
9 Fowl choice
14 Musical pulse
15 Rolling in dough
16 Custom
17 Andes people
18 ___ vera
19 Climb
20 Counted
cajories
22 Wobbled
24 Tolerates
26 Blueprint
27 Becomes weary
29 Painter,
perhaps
33 Primp
36 Rectify
38 Stretch the truth
39 S4pports for
glasses
40 Tire feature
41 Work on nails
42 Uncle Tom's
charge
43 Tablelands
44 Gauges
45 Reduce
47 Played over
49 Bridge position
51 Sniffs out
55 Some lures
59 City on the
Merrimack
60 Wear away
61 Helper
63 Stays idle
64 Carries the
burden
65 Dispatched the
dragon
66 God of love
67 Intelligent
68 "Bonanza•
character
69 Chipper

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Rooms for rent in 3/2 house in Oviedo.
Less than 10 min from UCF. Fenced in
backyard, Quiet neighborhood, Very
private, Pet friendly. $550/mo. Rent
negotiable! Includes: electricity, cable,
and internet. Available now! No deposit
requiredt Short term lease available.
Please call Stacy@ 407-754-4697

Room Avail in 4 Bedroom Home
M roommate wanted. 2 mins from UCF.
Cable, wireless internet, ping pong table,
common areas .furnished. Current
tenants are iuniors & seniors.
Call Steven@ 407-616-1628.
1 or 2 Female roommates needed
A.S.A.P, Christian walking with God, No
smokers, Drinkers, or Pets. Only
$325-$375/mo plus 1/4 of utilities.
· Call Deahna 727-463-0394
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$4501 mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906
UCF area - 1O mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including every1hing.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or e ii
kellyroop@hotmail.co

Looking for quiet roommate. Responsible·
Male, to move into a beautiful 3 bedroom
immaculate student house. Fresh paint,
new tile, security system, 6 min from
UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, brand
new bathroom, full kitchen. must be
clean, no pets, High speed Internet and
Cable included.Private parking. Must be
21 or older. 1/3 of utilities.Lease
required. Only $450/month! Call
305-528-9470

**"'Roommate Needed***
University House apt, all utll, cable,
and internet fncl. Private room
and bath. $550/mo.
Call Sydney A.S.A.P. @561-762-2876.
2 private bedrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/male Undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share Bath, W/D, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, No smoking, $450/mo, first
and last in advance w/one year lease
preferred Call 407-381-1713
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo utll incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scasios76@aol.com

$330 move in fee + 1/2 1st months rent.
Sublease College Station Apartment.
Fully Furnished, electric included, w/d in
apt., basic cable and high speed internet,
Your own bdrm and bath. ·Contact
vsvam@msn.com or Sandy at·
770-827-8059
$399/month
Multiple rooms at U. House. Includes all
utilities, W/D and internet, 1 and 1/2
miles to UCF. Shuttle service. Contact
Troy at 407-496-4852
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furn ished.' Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com

MOVING SALE
•4 piece fu~niture set, all matching.
Light wood w/ silver fixtures. 3-tier
desk, 6 drawer dresser, tv/dvd stand,
3-level bookshelf with door.
*Porch table w/ glass top
and two chairs.
•Glass & metal coffee table.
*Pier 1 glass top table w/ 4 chairs.
All in great condition and only used
for two semesters. Can email
pictures. Make me an offer!
Call Fallon at 727-580-1231.
Office Furniture For Sale
Steel-cased computer workstations
w/ panel dividers and chairs, $500.
For more info call 407-706-0341.

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
95 Geo Prism, 5-speed, white, CD, cold
A/C, 4-door, good condition, $2300 or
best offer. Call 407-493-5264

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-08n
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com
4Bd/2Ba, 16" tile floors, oversized
lot with water view and less
than 2 miles from UCF. Hurry!
Just $285,000, Call Michael
407-310-6583 or 407-673-2055
Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move in mid-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489-0877
3bd/2ba mobile home for sale in
Deerwood Park, screened in porch
located in Orlando. $38,000
Call 321-504-7899

$470/mo at College Station Apts
No move-in fees & half off first mo.
Private bd/ba. All utll, shuttle, pool,
computer lab, workout area incl.
3 nice & clean F roommates.
Call 352-318-2510.
•••1st MONTH FREE*••
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.
Fm roommate wanted in Pegasus
Landing. Avail in July, ends July '06, no
move-in fees. $495/mo, utils incl. Will
pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos in
'05. Call Jackie @ 407-362-2956 or
321-768-1971 .
212 at Pegasus Landing
$560/month
Fully Furnished
Call 407-760-7775

CAMERA 35MM MINOLTA MAXXUM 3xi
also Promaster 300x zoom lens.
Perfect for student photojournalist.
Comes w/padded case.
$200 OBO
Call 407-384-9310
Furniture For Sale!
Mini Refrigerator, only used for one
semester, good condition, price
negotiable. Other various items as well.
Call 727-743-5523
2 White Chest Drawer~;, $70 each.
Matching white 2-drawer nightstand,
$25. Dark wood tv stand, $25. If
Interested please call 407-760-0447
or email kara3212@aol.com.
Black Leather Recliner For Sale
Great condition!!!
$350 obo.
Call Julie for details.
407-325-3876
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

LONELY?

Find a. roqmma.te, make a. friend
Place an ad in the

&tttal '1orlb 1uture
Classifieds
407-447-4555

cle.sslfleds®ucfnews.com

Can You Bring It?
Rukus seeks male hip-hop
choreographer. Email
rukusentertainment@yahoo.com
for more details.
AVON or MARK!
Career or pocket money, you decide!Start today! 407-359-8441 or
Avon~Ladychris@hotmail.com

Ao
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Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting your research and
writing needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com

VIP Date
We have a very fine selection.
This is an exclusive invitation into our
dating singles and matching network.
Your invitation code would be A455BC
321-332-5250
Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

routine school activities and basic daily
needs. $8/hr, Tues and Thurs, 9:30 am 6:30 pm. Starting this Fall semester.
Good note-taking, verbal skills reqd,
computer skills. Reliability and
dependability a must. Contact Anna
Meeks at 407-847-0788 or email resume
to purple@kua.net.
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FOODS

Golden ·
Bananas

Assorted

Pork Sirloin
Chops

Bone-In
Split Chicken
Breasts

Iceberg
Lettuce

1")

I

Boneless
Beef Bottom
Round Steak

Cooked or·
Chopped
Ham

lb.

Country
Style Pork
Spare Ribs

Ripe
Roma
Tomatoes

lb.

Whole
Tilapia

General Mills
Cereal

48

c

lb.

lb.

Tony's
Pizza

Coca-Cola

2 Liters,
Select Varieties,
Limit 3

13.7-17.6 oz.,
Original or
Thin Crust

12-15 oz., Cheerios,
Honey Nut Cheerios,
Cinnamon Toast Crunch

or
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Qforonn.
Extra

co'rona
Extra

12-pack,
12 oz. Bottles
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We Reserve the Right To Umit Quantities

1560 East Silver Star Rd .
(407) 578-1041

www.supersaverfoods.mm

5524 West Colonial Or.
{407) 293-4400

Store hours 6AM to 11 PM

Srcm Houws MAY VAii'\' 00£ TO l.ocAL RE5naC'RONS
RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of adv;rtised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the Item at the advertised price as soon. as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sale at or below the adv'trtised price in each Alb~rtsons store except specifically noted in this ad. C 2005 Extreme Inc. Sufer Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by or lif<ensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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